A Hankel operator on the Hardy space %C 2 of functions on the unit circle is an operator of the form where φ is a fixed function in J£°° and P+ is the orthogonal projection of X 1 onto $? 2 . P. Hartman proved in 1958 that if H φ above is Compact, then φ can be chosen to be continuous [2] . We now let θ denote the restriction of Ψ to ζ 6. Since H φ is compact when φ is continuous, θ maps <# into %<«, the space of compact Hankel operators. Also ker θ = sέ 0 , so θ~ iSBIsίf+Wx defined by 0~ : φ + stf o ->H φ is one-to-one. Furthermore, if φ E <£, the norm of the coset φ + fflo in if/Sifo is the same as the norm of the operator Hφ. (This is the Nehari theorem.) But since the natural mapping of ίo into <£™ldf(l is an isometry, ||H Φ || is equal to the norm of φ + sί 0 in Thus the mapping 0~ is an isometry mapping ^jsέo into <%. We now have the following commutative diagram:
canonical embedding inclusion
The mapping Ψ~ is an isomorphism. From the two lemmas below it now follows that the range of θ~~ is Sίf*, and this is precisely Hartman's result. Proof. This follows from an abstract result due to Gellar and Page [1] . Primarily, it is just a matter of checking that every Hankel operator is the limit in the weak operator topology of a sequence of compact Hankel operators. The important point is that this can be checked without prior knowledge of which Hankel operators are compact. See Theorems 1 and 2 of [1] . Proof. This is a simple consequence of the Hahn-Banach Theorem and the fact that a normed linear space is weak-star dense in its second dual.
